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Rally on Traffic Issue

Objective of Activity : Solution for Traffic problems.




VENUE:- From College, to Traffic Control office At Anjurphata
TIME:- 10:30 am onwards
Organized by:- NSS Unit



Agenda of Activity
1. To start rally from College campus to Anjurphata Area and Society.
2. To Street play at Mahavir Chowk
3. To involve all community peoples



Execution:1. First NSS Volunteer completed Flag hosting at College campus
2. Principal introduced rally on Traffic issue to All Trustee and other faculty
3. NSS Volunteer and students participated

Monday on 15th August , 2016 , i.e Independence Day. On this day rally was
introduced with the N.S.S. Units , college students & Teachers . Rally was
introduced on the moto of solution for traffic rally was started from the campus of
college to the RTO Office at anjurphata.
 The banners were made on the basis of problem due to traffic & solution for
reducing traffic.
 Street play was done by the college student & N.S.S. Volunteers for the
awareness to the public that what problems occurs due to traffic.

 Large number of students , teachers , principles , trustee were included to
make this objective success or to achieve a good.
Message from trustee:
There is no entry for big containers from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm
.But still they allow them to enter the city and then they stop them and take some
bribe . this lead to increase of traffic due to stopping of heavy vehicles by the
police if there is any place remaining where pits are not filled then the N.S.S. Unit
of our oswal college of commerce will help you to filled that pit. If you want then
you can go to each and every village and aware them for reducing traffic. For this ,
if you want more help then Dr. (Mrs.) Snehal S. Donde the principal of oswal
college of commerce will help you.
Message from Principal:
You have changed the rules but the rules are not followed
by any one and because of that students , teachers and general public suffers from
these and they get late to reach there destiny. Your officers are not that much
capable to handle the traffic. If you want then a oswal college N.S.S. Unit will also
joint your training camp. We are only not following any rules for controlling
traffic. Your department officers take bribe and let them go. Firstly we all have to
follow the rules then only we can get the solution to reduce traffic.
Message from police officer:
On thane side or Mumbai side , no vehicle go from
wrong side, they all follow the rules there. why only in a Bhiwandi city it happens
? We stop the two vehicles or big vehicles to check there license and all the papers
. For these verifications more time is taken so we stop vehicles for long time till the
verification is done.
Message from Dr. Prasanna sir :
In Bhiwandi there are so many warehouses. There
is no fixed time for vehicles to come in these warehouses or go from these
warehouses . Make sure fixed time to give entry or exit to this vehicles in city.So
we can control the traffic.

Outcome
1. All Students , NSS Volunteers, Faculty , Trustee members and
Community leaders.
2. Positively Discussed with Traffic controller.
3. Traffic control officer promised that taking some action to solve the
issues.

